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This is Rev. Terri Newlon of www.TerriNewlon.com  
 
Happy Thanksgiving to all of those who celebrate it! 
 
You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change every 
Thursday. The latest message is available 24/7 by telephone or computer at: 
 

Recorded Dial-In: 1.916.233.0663 
 

Refresh Browser for latest version: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k 
 

Watch the video on http://terrinewlon.com/articles.php or www.YouTube.com  
 
And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday: 
 
(Channeling begins) 
 

 
 
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Now this is of course a global message and USA is celebrating Thanksgiving Day but I usually do 
comment on that so I’ll make a brief comment.  
 
Give thanks to Creation. Just “Thank you Creator.” 
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And for those in the USA I think that’s a traditional family gathering. I encourage the remembering 
of the Native Peoples and sending appreciation and thanks to the Native Peoples, the land itself 
and perhaps also asking for forgiveness if any of your ancestors might have done some harm to 
the native people whether you know or not what the lineage was. So kind of request permission to 
continue to enjoy this particular part of the Earth and to give thanks in that way.  
 
Now we have so much stirring in the cosmos, I’m going to say it’s like a bombardment so there’s 
going to be a lot of short temper, flying off the handle, even those who normally are fairly 
diplomatic in situations are maybe going to be showing a little less patience.  
 
So do your best to center yourself in the Present Moment.  I like the phrase, “Present. Here. Now.” 
Or you can cause use the “I choose full presence now” and that one is probably going to be a bit 
more powerful because you’ll get at least a little bit of a second out of “I choose full presence now”. 
There’s sort of a sense that goes into the dan tien center or right around the navel point in the 
body that is very grounding and then see if you can hold the sensation. Maybe using a Tai Chi pose 
or a golf stance or the way you would stand while you’re on skis, that kind of thing.  That will help 
you keep that gravity center a little lower and more stable.  
 
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you. 
 
 
 
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
 
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet) 
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